THE FIRST
A tale of myth, mystery . . . and a past long forgotten
Trident Publishing announces the release
of The First by Lisa M. Green!
 “Spending a great deal of time in various writing

circles helps one develop a ‘nose’ for who’s serious
about their writing success, and who merely ‘dabbles’
.... No doubt Lisa is the former—strong and serious
with an eye on success ....”
—Imagination Ether Press
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 318 pages, 6” x 9” trade paperback and e-book

Lisa M. Green
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In this debut novel of mythic and paranormal fantasy, everyone and everything is dying, slowly
and without hope of salvation.
Something is out there. And the people live in constant fear. Yet their biggest threat lies within
their own village. In a world where almost nothing is truth and isolation is the purest form of
self-deception, the possibility of hope exists only in the heart and mind of a young woman who
chooses to follow an unknown path in order to save everyone she knows and loves. Before long,
she discovers that her most vital beliefs are based on a deception that will rock the foundation of
her entire people. To save them, she must learn to open her heart and sacrifice…everything. You
may think you have heard this story before, but be warned. You haven’t.
Set in an extraordinarily unique realm, this fast-paced narrative takes readers on an enigmatic
adventure, captivating audiences from the very first page until the book’s shocking climax
blindsides their preconceptions.
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